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From national bestselling author and retired Navy SEAL Clint Emerson comes the fundamental
guide for surviving today’from navigating in the open to staying alive in any disaster.s
emergencies—These 100 skills, adapted for civilians from actual field experiences of special
forces operations, provide a full hands-on and practical guide to help you survive in the wild no
matter the climate or terrain; This book is your important prep manual, from securing shelter,
building fire, obtaining food, and navigating back again to civilization no matter the surroundings
to thinking just like a special forces solider to be able to survive a hostage situation, an active
shooter, a suicide bomber, or a terrorist threat on the subway, and even apply trauma medicine
as a first responder. and have the important life-saving knowledge for staying safe in any hostile
environment or disaster.s world, combining survival hacks developed on the battlefield with the
low-tech tools you possess readily available.s survival guide is no longer relevant. 100 Deadly
Skills: Survival Edition is the thing you need for today’ Yesterday’ be ready for any crisis; Full of
specific scenarios to obtain in the mindset of survival, 100 Deadly Abilities: Survival Edition is
preferable to a Swiss Army knife whether you’t have period for complicated instructions. Up
coming to each skill are easy-to-grasp detailed illustrations, because when you need to endure
the apocalypse, you don’re lost at sea, forced to land a plane, overcoming a bear, or deciding
whether to perform, hide, or fight.
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and a bit of unpredictability into what eventually ends up being a very good book I got this as a
tiny gag gift. I examine it while winter camping and finished up finishing the entire book in long
night time.. Excellent book Extremely entertaining and informative. Great gift for the survivalist
I'm looking towards watching my dad understand this book for the holidays. Ok/average book,
except for a few downright wrong ideas. This book has some problems. The first issue is the title;
it makes it sound like this is an expansion of the first book. It's not. This is a book that provides
tips about how to survive in various types of wilderness, organic disasters, or man made
disasters (including energetic shooter circumstances), along with overly repetitive information
on how to make a Go Bag.Second problem is usually that some away the information in here is
simply incorrect. I'm hoping that is the result of a bad editor/ghostwriter rather compared to the
author being this wrong.Good examples: Pg. 50, cold weather survival; yes, alcohol does cause
vasodilation which leads to increased heat loss. Worse, once again contrary to what's written,
the design size from a shotgun is normally roughly 1" per backyard of range from the target. the
knowledge is great, it provides perspective That is an entertaining book.Pg. I've learned a whole
lot from scanning this book. minor but important stage is missing - remove the tin can before
trying to drink the water. But, the data is great, it provides perspective, and also, you have to
figure, anything is possible. 116, choice of shotgun ammo; An easy task to grab, but hard to
place down. It even has details for how to approach someone coming into your home (intruder),
and surviving bear or shark attacks. But caffeine and tobacco trigger vaso-constriction, which
can contribute to frostbite. close friends who don't specifically embrace Being Prepared, after
that consider this the a reserve that is written in a manner that they can consume quickly & Do
Joe Biden write this section? Perfect gift for the survival-curious (and even the survival-
resistant/survival-clueless). Well, Goretex is usually breathable. He adores reading about survival
and learning what folks do in difficult circumstances.Those are the major problems I've found so
far. The rest of the reserve is ok I guess, but for people who've currently trained in wilderness
medicine, advanced first aid, or have backpacked/camped a whole lot, this publication has less
to offer. Must read for a modern world This book is a continuation of his first book, 100 Deadly
Skills, which I also read. Clint can be a BTDT type from the SOF community as a SEAL of take
note, so his advice not really typical mall ninja nonsense you'll often discover out there.Both
books source easy to read concise advice on surviving a wide variety of possible threats and
make for excellent reference guides on this issue. Very cool pocket guide.The first centered on
some tricks of the trade for all types of threats and strategies more common to people who get
into harms way for a full time income, and the next contains advice on threats more common to
a more substantial audience and civilians, such as fires, natural disasters, home invaders, etc. I
prefer the first book individually, but that's due to the fact I appreciate studying spy craft and
how higher level people employed in difficult and dangerous situations survive.The first more fun
to read, the next more applicable to a big audience and most civilian types, although civilian
types will pick up some excellent tips from the first book too. easily. Excellent information
Excellent book full of great details anyone may use to prepare for the most severe, should it
happen. Offers a whole lot of resourceful information and some unique ways of survival.
Practiced the navigation tips as well. I will let you know practice makes ideal. It's just fun to do.
Yes, both are poor in cold weather, but stating wrong details dilutes ones rely upon the res of the
knowledge provided. I really enjoy trying many of the skills, within reason, described in the book.
I've learned a lot from the book. Granted, I do not think I'll use much of it, I really do not think I will
discover myself stranded in a desert for instance.Pg.Elsewhere there are a few references to
saying NOT to use Goretex because it isn't breathable.. Emerson blends functionality, humor, and



a little bit of unpredictability into what eventually ends up becoming a very good book. If you
have family members & So at 3-6 yards that you'd find inside a home, that is clearly a maximum
of a 2" pattern, therefore you DO have to aim.The worthy read, both worth reading inside our
modern world. this is a major problem and so wrong it could cost lives. Good basic information
Good basic information. Does not dive directly into complex info. I acquired it for my husband.
Because we some moments teach others but ignore to keep it basic. Awesome illustrated pocket
guide for quick use This is a fun book. I would suggest this to any one learning or an instant over
view for even more advance survivalist. Unlike what's created, buckshot WILL penetrate multiple
interior wall space. Also includes things such as avalanches and what kind of emergency what to
carry in your car. A very visual publication with illustrations on each and every page. Sort of cliff
notes for how not to die from an array of potential threats. Actually quick, applicable tips. I'll wait
till the boy is certainly a little old before we cover the chapter on how to hide a body. So the query
is, did the author mean don't make use of Goretex BECAUSE it's breathable (and thus, unlike
vapor barrier clothes, can make you colder), or do he mean you SHOULD use Goretex because it's
breathable? I flipped through this before wrapping it and I can tell he's going to like it.
Recommended to all. Very happy with my purchase. Love it! I've only flipped to it here in the first
couple hours of its arrival, and I haven't browse a lot of the text, however the plates (step-by-step
pictures) are brilliant. Very useful for preparedness and real life situations. Very informative and
fun to read! Husband loved it! i love this book Hell yeah Great book Great book Compact size A lit
of useful information Excellent Book Pure freaking GOLD. Interesting read. Incredible value.
Arrived fast and in exceptional condition. I love his teaching method and will be utilizing the
reserve as a mention of teach a nine 12 months old basic survival skills. 94, desalinating sea
water;
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